YOUTH VIDEO DESCRIPTIONS
DEEPER: Why Jesus?
A fast-moving multi-media presentation designed for young adults. Through teaching and testimony it
explains why Jesus came and how we can expereience the effect of Him in our lives, especially
through the Sacrament of Reconciliation. Ideal for the Year of Mercy.
Section 1: Who is Jesus?
Section 2: Why do we need Jesus?
Section 3: Why did Jesus have to die?
(Total running time 40 minutes)

PLUGGED IN - Youth CaFE
Plugged In - Youth CaFE is a fast moving and inspiring resource for teenage Catholics. The course is
very flexible and can be used for youth groups, confirmation, schools and chaplaincy groups.
Each of the 6 sessions contains several powerful elements including a personal witness, young
people’s questions and thoughts, scripture dramatisation, “Grill the Priest” questions and answers,
songs and challenge from Fr Stan Fortuna, music and images. The sessions are:
* Anyone out there? (God)
* The Man was God (Jesus)
* Born to Die (The Cross)
* Get Plugged In (Holy Spirit)
* Soul Food (Church)
* Alive & Kicking (Discipleship)
Each session lasts between 16 and 21 minutes, with pauses for reflection and discussion.
Suitable for: Youth, Sacramental Preparation

AMAZING GIFT: An Instructional Mass
Fr Stan Fortuna, a Franciscan Friar of the Renewal from New York, explains the elements of the
Eucharist in an engaging and inspirational way. With testimonies from young people, this course will
help many to unpack the riches of the Mass.
Section 1: Mass Part 1
Section 2: Mass Part 2
Section 3: Mass Part 3
Section 4: Homily -'Eucharistic Amazement'
(Running time approx. 90 minutes)

BOX SET
This low-priced Boxset comprises the discs from each of the popular CaFE courses below, enabling
these courses to be used in youth programmes. None of the other supporting material in these
courses is included:


Youth CaFE - 6 sessions exploring the person and work of the Holy Spirit



Deeper: Why Jesus? - 1 session on why Jesus lived and died for us all



Amazing Gift - 3 sessions explaining the Mass with Fr. Stan Fortuna



The Saints - 6 sessions exploring six Saints and their help in our lives today



The Cross - from the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association

